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Papermaking in ancient China has entered a mature stage in the Song Dynasty. 
The paper industry of the Song Dynasty progressed rapidly on the basis of the past 
development, and became an important handicrafts sector, which played a very 
important role in the social and economic life. Besides, a lot of full and accurate 
historical materials about paper making were conserved, offering necessary conditions 
for the future generations to study the development of the paper industry. But so far, 
historians have not yet carried out a comprehensive study on the paper industry of 
Song Dynasty. This paper aims at revealing the development and the influence of the 
paper industry in Song Dynasty through a preliminary study on it. The paper is 
divided into four parts: 
Chapter I is the foundation for the paper industry development of Song Dynasty. 
This chapter reviews the relatively stable political environment, developed education, 
prosperous culture, the development of the domestic market system and scientific and 
technological progress in Song dynasty, which on the whole demonstrates a solid 
foundation for the paper making industry. 
Chapter II is the overview of the paper industry development of Song Dynasty. 
This chapter discusses the technological advances, extensive origins, wide varieties 
and consumption of paper of Song Dynasty. 
Chapter III is the producting types of the paper industry of Song Dynasty. This 
chapter discusses the types of production of the paper industry of Song Dynasty from 
the government-run and private-owned perspectives and analyses that the 
government-run workshop accounted for a limited proportion of the overall paper 
making in Song Dynasty. The main force of paper making was the civilian workshop, 
leading to a high level of commercialization of the paper industry. 
Chapter IV is the influence of paper industry development of Song Dynasty. On 
the one hand, it promoted the prosperity of the society, culture and education, drove 
the development of relevant industries, and strengthened the power of the commodity 
economy. On the other hand, it had a bad impact on the ecological environment in the 















Song Dynasty is to some extent significant to today’s paper making, urging us to 
attach greater importance to resource conservation and environmental protection. 
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① 据谢元鲁考证，《笺纸谱》等文献并非元人费著所撰，而是成书于南宋时期的作品。详说见《巴蜀丛书》


























海古籍出版社，2008 年）。  
关于宋代造纸业的论文和文章屈指可数，主要有以下两篇：冯明臣《宋代造
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